
nusic reacher and choir director who had no previous experience with chis popula
.ion. The original study by Merry Naddeo ( 1991) focuses specificallyon a rehearsal
o demonstrate the close and effortless meshingof each person's activity within the
'ehearsal. The tasks accomplishedwere complexand subtle, and they were hidden by
;lossing the activity as "singing."Singing in a choir involves beginningand ending
ogether, doing transitions from one song co che next, handling time-outs for dircc
ions, and so on. In the choir, the participants even had to deal with new members
vho had to be taught how things were done without actually interrupting rehearsal.

Fhevdid this for close to half an hour while being challengedby people attempting
o organize a competing activity in rhe same room. Throughout, one voice was

ieard. No one stood our. All were invisible, or perhaps equally visible as a group of
unareurs doing music together.For a while the commonsense labels we could use ro

:lassifychem (such as African American, Hispanic, Lutheran, Italian, pimp, prosti
uce, student at Columbia University,late adolescent, middle-aged,or peoplewho

night test low or high on various scales of self-esteem, emotional stability, schooling,
,r intelligence)became irrelevant and inconsequential. The social organization of a

iarticular type of musical performance rook over and redefined participants as

errors, sopranos, director, and accompanist.
As the choir gave way ro ocher activities, the spellwas broken. Individual voices

rtempred to make themselves heard: "Can you teach me the piano?" "Do you know

nyone in the music business who can ger me an audition at the Apollo?"The issues
-ecarne questions of individual "talent" (as questions of individual merit are talked
bout in the artistic world). Like questions of intelligenceor its euphemisms in the
zorld of the School, these are questions chat imply the ever-present possibilityof a

egative answer: "You do not have the drive and application ro learn the piano."
You have a good voice, but no better than hundreds of others, and you have no

hance of making it in the music business."
The next case study (Chapter4) reports on life in an alternative highschool where

?izzo-Tolk (1990) studied a small group of students involved in an experimental
roject. We show how the students perform just the right sequence at the right time
or evaluators ro identifypossiblesuccess as evident failure. The point again is not ro

lame teachers or administrators for failingro recognize "real" success (as a property
f the students involved). Rather ir is to show how the students can perform just
/har it cakes for the teachers to produce a legitimate evaluation chat itself justifies
,e existence of the school as a specialschool for students who fail regularprograms.

The final case study (Chapter 5) is based on work by ShelleyGoldman (1982). In

1any ways, it is the reverse of the precedingcase in focusingon che paradoxicalcon

ems of those who are most likelyto succeed with altogetherinconsequentialcornpeti
ons. It is the story of a school and a community at intense work constructing compe
cions. Continual quizzes, tests, exams, special projects, sports events, and so on

roduce complexrankingschat are displayedin plaques,trophies,specialcitations. In
ividual qualities become public events, but the public itself, the community char is
.irh audience and performersof a kind of suburban deepplay,disappears.

Education in America

19

The statement "This is America" brings us back to our questions about personalac

tion and historical setting, personalresponsibility,and cultural fact. The simple an

swer ro our general question about how to weigh self- and other determination in

human action is obviouslychar both muse be taken into account when celebratingor

mourning particular accomplishments. Still, we must explore rheorecicallywhat

"cakinginto account" muse mean. The three chapters of Parr 2 of the book address

chis through a discussion of rhe use of the rerms "culture" and "construction" in re

cent research on educational issues and concludes with the problemof understand

ing education in the United States as specificallyAmerican. In Chapter 6, we gener
alize rhe case studies of Pare 1 and expand on our point chat culture is as much a

mechanism for disablingpossibilitiesas for enablingchem. We stare with the argu-

The actual competition, of course, is to be found between chis community and

the communities representedby the Sheilas, joes, and ochers whom we have seen at

work earlier. But chis competition is hidden. The salient competition is between es

sential equals, hyperrrained athletes of the body or the brain who vie among each

other for symbolic rewards. The other struggle, the one between "good" and "bad"

schools, between suburb and inner ciry,even if momentarily invisible, is never irrele

vant. Althoughour own research has not exploredsettingswhere one might find ev

idence of competition across communities, there is evidence chat it exists. Ortner

(1993), for example,has been bringing co lighrche anguishof parents who are ready
co sacrifice enormous porcions of their resources to ensure chat their children will be

raised in localities with "good" schools. When chis is done, they continue to worry

about their children scoring below 1200 on the SATs when the neighbors'children

scored 1350. And they are willing co spend more resources co gain a marginal in

crease chat may, ic is hoped against much evidence, tip the balance when prestigious
college admissions and scholarships are being awarded. At such moments, it is as if

me street kids in che choir or the dropouts of the West Side do noc exist. If they ap

pear, they do so as irrelevant strangers from another world. Bue the gap between

these worlds is itself constructed by parents of Hamden Heights worrying about

their children. Their activities ensure chat the performanceof the kids from Manhat

tan Valleywill not be a factor as the children of Hamden Heights are placedwhere

they can be acquiredby favorable positions in the social structure. The very existence

of chis deliberate activity reveals chat the parents, and children, of Hamden Heights
are sensitive to their actual condition: They are in competition with the parents and

children of Manhattan Valley.This is what allows us co say chat the cul cure of educa

tion in suburban New Jersey is che same culture as char found in the schools and

agenciesof che most urban areas of New York Ciry. This culture organizes interper
sonal relations at the local level (in both geographicand temporal terms) chat we ex

amine in each of our case studies. It also organizes the relations among localities,

communities, and groups. This is America.
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menr that in educational research, the most common theories of culture disable both

the people they are used co understand and the researchers who use chem. In Chap
ter 7, we show chat chis is less a produce of personal misunderstandingsthan of che

rhetorical tools, metaphors, and research methodologiesmost commonly available
"in America." In Chapter 8, we explore in detail the "construction" metaphor
through a reanalysisof a well-studied case. The construction metaphor has been suc

cessful recently,and it is not surprising it should prove dangerouswhen used impre
cisely.When it is used carefully,a proper understanding of the place of agency in the

most highly constrained of settings becomes possible. We conclude with a call for a

more carefullygrounded theory of culture.

Ulrimarely,we believe chat advances in generalunderstandingmust spring from
direct observation of what human beingsdo, observations guidedby theories contin

ually examined for the ways in which they might blind us co what is happening
around us and, worse perhaps, for all the ways through which they might produce
objects, char is, cultural facts, that are so absolutelyreal we cannot escape chem even

when we experience rhe pains they may produce. le is only by doing chis critical

work, systematicallyand painstakingly,chat the questions we ask of ourselves can be

answered, albeit temporarily,and, more important, transformed. In the roucine per
formance of their everyday life, people seldom answer directly questions about the
wide-scale constraints on their lives. Rather, cheypoint at chose aspects of their envi

ronment chat at a particular moment arc most salient to what they must be doing.
By strugglingalways to look more carefully at what people point to, we indeed have

a chance ro transform our understandingand our efforts at reform.

NOTES

I. For various reasons we clarifyrh roughourthe book, "we" points first and foremost ro rhe

joint authors, Varenne and McDerrnorr. as persons in particularpositions. Ir can also index

chose who participated in our research. "\Ve" also belongro a tradition of inrellecruals, educa

tors, and social scientists ro which we wane co contribute. In certain limited contexts, "we" in

dexes chis tradition.

2. Our approach is related ro G. H. Mead's overall discussion of conduce and rhe self

(I 934, 1964). There is a problem in phrasingthe distinction between actors and their identi
fication with various social positions through first-personpronouns. Kingston'sown experi
ence is a graphicreminder rhar the "J" irself is more than a grammatical category unproblem
atically shifting our atrention ro a speaker. It is also a powerful cultural category with

particularqualitiesrhar may hide, rather than reveal, the ultimate separateness of the actor. A

long tradition. from Tocqueville((1848] 1969) to L. Dumont (1980), includinganrhropolo
gists such as Hsu (1983), have made similar points. Varenne has discussed rhis in more derail
elsewhere (19-"', l 83, 1984).

3. Variations in the "What time is ir?" question have been explored for education by Sin
clair and Coulthard ( 1975). Humphrey (1980), and Mchan (1979). Voloshinov ((1929)
19-3) may have been the first ro use ic ro illustrate the tie between conrexc and meaning.

4. We will use the Chinese character usually translated as "I" to symbolize our struggle
against an individualistic culture chat substantializes the "I" of any person. We do wane to em-

phasize rhac we are not arguing, as per some deconsrrucrionisr philosophizing, char there is

nothing bur words and other cultural symbolsat rhe center of a person'swill ro live-the cen

ter that is rhe issue of philosophy.This personal,disrincr "I" may nor be directlyaccessible

even ro introspection; it may nor bi: describable or otherwise caprurablein any particular lan

guage or symbolicsysrem. Given this recognition of rhe limitations of these means for knowl

edge,we assume the personalcenter is not "empty." le is acrive.

5. There is considerable critical debate over Kingston'srepresentationof the Chinese in rhe

United States (see Wong 1992 and 1993 for a summary and discussion).

6. The other well-documenccd example is of Native Americans. Sec rhe discussions by Basso

(1970, 1979). R. Dumont (1972), Philips (1972. 1983) and F. Erickson and Mohatr (1982).

Boggs(1972) and Au (1980) propose a similar situation for native Hawaiians in school.

7. Nor only do African Americans not have ro perform in srereorypicalfashion ro have the

stereotypes applied co chem, ir is not clear even char they have ro exisr. Contemporary Euro

pean stares can still generate a wave of anti-Semitism virtuallywirhour Jews in residence; even

Japan, with little access ro either Jews or Blacks, can nonetheless generate longcultural tradi

tions of racism (Silverman 1989).

8. Birdwhistells (I 970; McDermorc 1980) is a keyformulation of context because the tradi

tion of which he is a pare, includingthe work of G. Bateson (1972), Schetlen (1973), and

Kendon ( 1982. 1990), has been principled in the use of rhe term. Compatible ideas (cited

throughoutrhis volume) are available in Soviet acriviry theory,American ethnomethodology,
and some cognitiveanchropology.For example,compare the similarities in Birdwhisrells formu

lation of context wich the followingquore from Schegloff"Takingsenrences in isolation is nor

just a matter of cakingsuch sentences char might appear in a context; but char the very composi
tion, construction, assemblageof the sentences is predicated by their speakers on rhe place in

which iris beingproduced.and it is throughchar a senrence is conrexr-bound, rather than possi
blyindependentsentences beingdifferent intact objectsin and our ofconrexr" (I 984: 52). What

is true here of sentences is true of any behavior we mighrwant ro use as a unit of analysis.
9. Such imageshave been used extensivelyin gestaltpsychologyro illustrate issues in percep

tion, particularlyhow figureand groundare consrrucced by the brain as ir attempts co transform

the ensemble of the visual cues ir receives inro objectsic can distinguishand recognize.For a psy

chologyfounded on the possibilitysuch "illusions" are the key ro the ways we perceivethe most

mundane aspects of rhe world, see Kohler ( 1947, 1969); in rhe same mold, Lewins ( 1935) paper

on the teebleminded makes a number of poinrs relevant co our argument here.

10. Bourdieu ((1970) 1977) has made much of the babitus built into persons by their cul

ture; we prefer ro stress the ongoing relations between persons and the environments they
build for each ocher, their modes of inhabitation.

11. \(le are followinghere an analogyproposedby James Peacock ( 1986) ro explainrhe na

ture of rhe ethnographicgaze: "harsh light,sofr focus" in the hope of gaining the greatest pos

sible depth of field, one that would even include the photographer,done ro gain a berrer han

dle on all rhac is relevant ro a particularevent. In chis book, mostly,we have chosen a lens an<l

a light rhar allows for a much narrower focus, on the well-groundedbelief such a gaze can re

veal much of whar Peacock and all anthropologistsare looking for.



1 Adam, Adam,

Adam, and Adam:

The Cultural Construction

of a Learning Disability
Ray McDermott

and Herve Varenne

If maturityand deuelopmentmean attunement to context, then
...

eualua

tion c.111 be done onlJ•hythe gmndcbildrenofour grandchildren.
-A. L. Becker, Writing 011 the Tongue( 1989)

When Adam started school he had a difficult time reading the same three-stroke "I"

that made life difficulc for Maxine Hong Kingscon.There was no confusion with the

seven-stroke Chinese character or with the demands of a culture that made "]"

every individual's very own "]"-a constant focus of conversation. Adam was born

and raised in a well-co-do family.He had no trouble with America, at least in the all

important sense rhur he was comlorrahle with the derails of American culture. When

not readingand writing. he seemed perfectlycompetent in handling the minutiae of

everydaylife. In the first grade,he had trouble only with readingand writing. Byage

eighr, he had been fullydocumented, by test afcer rest, as having a severe Learning
Disability(LD). Also hy age eight, the problemwas leaking inco other areas of his life.

Just about the time Adam was turning nine, we gatheredtogether the seventeen

children in Adam's classroom and interviewed chem for their opinions on various

moral issues. I They were given a scory about a boy who was sent co camp, couldn't

swim, and was teased by the other children. They were asked if chis was right or

wrong. They respondedwith the expectedoptions: It was nor right to tease because

teasing would make the boy feel bad; it was OK to tease because it would motivate

him co learn co swim so well chat he could recurn and tease everyone else. Most of

che children were heard from, buc Adam was silenr. From ceasing,our discussion
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went to a second dilemma story and a third, again with Adam remaining quiet. Fi
nally,Adam raised his hand and said, "Remember the boy who couldn't swim and
everybody was ceasing him. Well, they shouldn't do chat, cause sometimes, if you cry
harder and harder, it will just gee worser and worser." Nor knowinghow to read and
write is one kind of problem; lookingat life as if everythingis about to get "worser
and worser" is another. Adam's problem with readingwas spreadingto ocher areas of
life; he was becominga well-defined LearningDisabled child.

Bythe common sense of all those around him, Adam's problem seemed inherently
psychological:When faced with the task of takingprint from a page or writing even

a simple word, his brain did not seem to work up to par. In any comparison of indi
viduals by competence in readingand writing, Adam would perform at the bottom
of his class. The verdict was unanimous: Because of a serious problem with the men
tal machineryhe brought co the cask, Adam could not learn to read or write with the
speed or skill of ochers his age.

By the standards of chis book, Adam had a cultural problem. The derails differed,
certainly, from the problems foced by Maxine Hong Kingston or the other students
discussed in the chapters chat follow, bur he had a cultural problem nonetheless. He
was nor alone with it: His parents suffered his pain, and so did the readingspecialise
who seemed to inflict it, the teachers who tried to work around it, and the children
in his class who grappledwith understandingit or sometimes used it co soothe them
in their own difficulties. Simply because ochers experienced his problem and re

sponded to it, we can say that Adam's problem was cultural. and even in chis weak
sense of the term we could demonstrate that Adam's problem was more than a

mishap in his cognitive development.But we are strugglingtoward a stronger sense
of"culcure." Cul cure has to do with fabrication and artifice. It has been characterized
by Plath ( 1980) as a "parliamentof prodigals"co emphasizethe multiplicityof chose
involved in the evolution of its institutions and the florescence of what they make
together. Murphy and Murphy ( 1974) talk about culture as of a "collective illusion,"
and many talk about the "arbitrariness" of cultural forms. What is sure is chat the
prodigalparliamentarians of America can make of LO a face that is totally real in its
consequences. We could s.1y they collude in keepingits institutions alive even as they
uy, or worse preciselybecause they cry, to alleviate the sufferingof the children la
beled LearningDisabled (McDermott and Tylbor 1983; McDermott and Varenne
19?)5). We are trying to capture chis by showinghow many persons struggled to de
velopsophisticated, replicable,and consequential ways to establish that Adam could
not read. We are trying to demonstrate how sensitive Adam himself was to the cul
tural demand that he surrender himself as not knowinghow to read (if only by at

tempting, for example, to escape beingcaught and called Learning Disabled).
Adam could not be disabled on his own. He needed others to recognize, docu

ment, and re mediate a disabilitythat had to be made "his." More important, with
out a culturallywell-organizedapparatus identifyinga certain percentage of Ameri
can children as officiallyLearning Disabled, Adam could simply have been what he
was, namely, a person who learned differentlyor on a different schedule than others.

The term "culture" traditionally refers to concepts, symbols, and beliefs found

among a people, but we insist that an adequate cultural description must show such

concepts, symbols, and beliefs in use and legitimatelyenforced in local situations

populatedby real people. America was ready for Adam to be LearningDisabled.

Maxine Hong Kingston was given a complexcultural menu: Chinese, American,
and Chinese American, each according to a schedule organized in great part by those
around her. Adam was confronted by a related cultural menu, and one option was

that he could be identified as Learning Disabled. Ocher options were even less kind,
for example, retarded, emotionallydisturbed, or brain damaged(for the social his

tory of these terms, see Coles 1987; Sarason and Doris 1979). Since World War II,
there has been an onslaughtof specialeducation designations for children in Ameri

can schools, and it is Adam's face to be acquired by one of chem. In a previous gener
ation, he might have been called stupid for his slow pace, and he would have been

finished with schoolingearly in life. Learning Disabled may be a better label than

stupid, and there is the hope that with an appropriatelyprotective education, those

called Learning Disabled might be able to stay for the full duration of school and

perform,however differentlyor belatedly,on a par with others (Rawson 1968). This
fervent hope can be no better than the cultural framework in which it both emerges
and must be put into action.

Adam a generation ago, Adam now, and Adam a generation from now each en

counters a quite different set of pressures and designationswith which a life must be

shaped.We cannot observe Adam at work in the past or the future. We cannot ob

serve him alive in the world of poor whites in Appalachiaor in an aristocratic family ·

in England.Nonetheless, we are quite sure the seeminglybiologicalproblem that
made it difficult for him to read would have had different consequences for his life in

other circumstances.

Guesswork about farawaytimes and placesaside, we were able to observe Adam in

different moments of his everydaylife as a student in a liberal Manhattan private
school. To extend the metaphor we introduced earlier, we can say chat we looked at

Adam in four of che rooms he occupied: in settings around New York City un

marked for any particular activity, in a weeklyafter-school cooking club, in various

classroom lessons, and finally,in a one-to-one testing environment. Adam's behavior
varied remarkablyacross the four settings, and so did the behavior of chose around
him. Adam, we might just as well say, appeared as four different people:Adam,
Adam, Adam, and Adam, as we suggest in our title. More cornmonsensically,we

might have said chat he was a single person in varying contexts. We suspect chat it
would be more helpful to think of him as a radical ? who, like the rest of us, was

viewed through multiple lenses, each making something different of him and thus

preventing him, as ?, from ever being directly accessible. When taken together,
these four versions of Adam tell us less about him than about the patterning of the
diverse positions available to persons readingand writing in America. To the extent

that Adam's problemswith print varied with his circumstances, we can talk about
the inreractional organization of his disability,and to the extent that his circum-
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stances were well-structured versions of each orher, we can talk about the cultural or

ganization of his disability.

Three Accounts of the House Adam In.habits

In unmarked moments of his everydaylife, Adam was quite invisible as a child with
problems. If he needed information, he asked for ic. If he needed co read or write, he
could do a little on his own, and whether he did it well seemed co be oflictle concern

to him or co those around him. If the cask was beyond what he could do, he simply
organized others to do the job: nothing seemed co lead LO an evaluation of his intelli

gence or compet<!nce in the way such issues showed up in rhe more school-based set

tings. Adam was a great storyteller, and he was a popular raconteur in his mixed
third- and fourth-gradeclassroom. Time spent with Adam outside of school showed
only the Adam the other children adored. In addition co being the classroom bard,
he was a good drummer, and he had starred to use his big size co gain some respect at

basketball. If?ehad problemslearninghow to read and write, they were nor co he
[ound in the daily round outside of school.

Away from everyday life, at the opposite end of a continuum of freedom and
school-induced constraint, was Adam in the testing environment. We gave the chil
dren rests to learn how they performed on traditional casks of the type used in experi
mental cognitive psychology.We hoped the test results would give us a base co com

pare how the children handled analogouscasks in more spontaneous settings, such as

cookingclubs, where casks were defined and redefined from one moment to the next

in situ and without the illusion of experimental control. If psychologicalstudies were

filled with accounts of the importanceof children attending,remembering,and prob
lem solving,we should have been able to find something like chose activities while the
children were makingcakes. To compare cooking-clubchinkingpracticeswith more

controlled laboratoryperformances,we brought each child to a one-on-one resting
environment where he or she was administered questions from IQ rests and some

more interesting probes we had taken from the experimental literature.r Because we

were coo close to the children to take an objectiviststand, we hired a professional
rester co administer the casks. Mose of the children did well on the tests, and many
seemed to enjoy beingasked co do hard things without recourse co adult help.

le was in chis situation of individual child against a well-defined cask chat Adam
most often displayedhis differences. The casks were designedto show individual dif
ferences, and they did their job well. Adam performed miserably,almost randomly,
as if he were wildlyguessing at answers without giving chem any thought. A careful
look at the videotapesindicated chat he was chinkinga great deal, although mostly
about matters only tangentially related co the casks presented. Mostly Adam was

searchingfor ways to gee the answer from the tester, a well-documented strategy
among children expecting co gee coo many questions wrong when left co only their
own thoughts (Cicourel 1974; Thomas et al. 1971). The tester was professionally
nonreactive, but Adam would diligentlywait on the tiniest cue.

One question had only two possibleanswers: cup or spoon. le was an easy ques

tion with a limited range of answers, and all the ocher children had picked the right
answer. As the tester finished presenting che situation, Adam threw his head back

and said "Oh! That's easy."We were relieved when we watched the cape, and even

the tester reported she was looking forward co him feelinggood about one cask. Af

ter a closer look, it was not even clear Adam had heard the content of the question.
He followed with the beginning of the wrong answer, found the smallest twitch in

the behavior of the tester, and then changed his answer: "Cu-uhrn-spoon." In chis

case, Adam primed the environment for the "right" answer. Ocher questions were

less amenable, and the tester worked hard nor to give away crucial hints. Adam

struggledmost painfullywith the rest of digit-spanmemory, a hallmark of Learning
Disabled children, getting at most a,srring of four, whereas ochers in his class were

handling six and seven digits.
There is a paradoxhiding in chis rather commonsense account: The formal organi

zation of the resting session was designed to produce the most neutral and objective
circumstances for Adam to reveal his true unique individual self the culture's "objec
tive" version of Adam's ?. Ironically,rhe test used the most artificial and inflexible

circumstances co deliver its portrait of Adam. Jc was a setting that framed tightlywhat

che rwo protagonists could do. Tests leave little room for negotiation, play,resistance,

or rransformacion. Rather, any evidence of attempts co negotiate, play,resist, or trans

form can be taken as prima facie data for only one kind of evaluation, the specialized
one for which the rest situation was designed.Everythingis scriptedhy a long tradi

tion of professionaldevelopmentby culturallydesignatedspecialises:testers, coun

selors, social workers, and therapistswho can find in almost anyone'sbehavior evi

dence of the kinds of problemsthey know how to look for and record in ways chat

still others can use (Becker, H. 1963; Cicourel and Kirsuse 1963; Wieder 1974; Poll

ner 1978). While Adam was in the test setting, all behavior was relevant to only one

thing: the revelation of whether he was Learning Disabled. All other possibilities
opened in Adam were canceled and thus, from our point of view, his ? escaped,as ir

muse alwaysdo in any culturallyconstructed attempts at capturing it.

On its own, the test setting revealed little about the full complexityof Adam's life,

but it did use his behavior co highlight the specificsrelevant co a cultural portrait of

disability.To chis extent, it is our point chat the trait Learning Disabled was not his;

it belonged co the test, ics developersand interpreters, and the school systems chat

had little choice but to rake ir seriously.' Adam "borrowed" the trait or, rather, since

we cannot assume chat he did it willingly,Adam was acquiredby chose in chargeof

preserving the faccicicyof LO.

le is not enough co say we saw different Adams in the four different settings. We

must also give an account of the organization of these settings. One account is all coo

familiar: Everydaylife is "easier" than tests, and che continuum from everyday life

through clubs and classrooms co restingsettings is to be understood in terms of cog
nitive difficulty.There are other possibilitieswe muse explore.The continuum can

also be conceived in terms of constraint, from the apparent freedom of everydaylife
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Increase in cognitive difficulty,

Increase in specialconstraints, and/or

I Increase in insricurional visibility and individual vulnerability

to the specialized, artificial, strongly framed, or scripted constraints of rhe test set

ting. Finally,the continuum can also be understood in terms of institutional visibil

ity and rims in terms of individual vulnerabilityto being intelligibleonly in terms of
the setting at hand. Figure 1.1 offers a view of the continuum of settings for Adam

to be Adam, Adam, Adam, and Adam and three ways of thinking about how he
could have been so different across the settings. The three different ways of thinking
about the continuum, namely, increase in difficulty,constraint, and vulnerability,
have different implicationsfor how we think about Adam. As the world got harder,
more artificial, or sociallythreatening, the less well Adam performed and the more

he was noticed, documented, and rernediared. It makes a difference which version of
the continuum one takes most seriously.

If the continuum captures cognitive difficulty,then the tasks require more mental
effort and ingenuity as one moves from the ease of everydaylife to the taxing ques
tions of the psychometric test. Most psychologiesof cognition are united in assum

ing chat everydaylife is simple and that ic is necessary to press subjectswith difficult

questions co locace the structure and limits of their competencies.4

The continuum can capture specializedconstraints in the sense that in much of

everydaylife, one has access to whatever can be used co get a job done, buc at the
other end of the continuum, on tests, one is severelylimited (with classrooms and af
ter-school clubs, dependingon che moment, rakingup the middle ground). In every
day life, if one needs to remember a phone number, it is possible to memorize it,
work out a mnemonic, look for a pattern in the couch-tone number display,or simply
look it up in the phone book; on a digit-span test, however, no aids are allowed. In

everydaylife, the task is co have the number when it is needed in whatever way is con

venient; on a test, the cask is to show off what one can do without resources, and the
alternative is called cheating.Althoughgaining control of a seven-digitstring could
be an exampleof a cognitivelywell-defined task, socially,whether one does it to get
done a job or simply co show off how a job might get done makes a great difference.
Adam performedwell in everydaylife; he handled the tasks that came his way. He did

not perform well when he was limited by a social script that said he had to handle the
task by himself in a specificway with no help from his friends.

The continuum could also capture social visibilityand vulnerabilityin the sense

that as one moves from everydaylife and after-school recreational clubs to school
and diagnosticpsychologicaltests, there is a marked increase in what can go wrung

Eueryday
life

FIGURE I.I

A Continuum of Secringsand Three Ways ofThinkingAbout Them

After-school Classroom

clubs work groups

One-to-one

tests

and may even be noted legitimatelyin che permanent history of a person. There is a

marked increase in the attention others give to the form of one's action and in the

severity of the consequences such notice may trigger. It is of course possibleto get

things wrong in everydaylife and to be laughedac to boot, but most failingslast lit

tle longer than the next task to be done. It is as if the everydayworld does not have

time for documenting every slip, as if iris simply more important ro performthe ba

sic tasks of life than co notice how well one has performedchem and then to record

an evaluation for further use. Some people are better cooks, basketball players,or

calligraphersthan ochers, buc there is rarely a price to pay or gain for doing these

jobs badly or well-unless one is applying for a job as a cook or a basketball player.
School tests, in contrast, are organizedfor the purpose of documentingwho is doing
better than whom, and a point this wayor rhac can make for a quire different insti

tutional biography.
The children in Adam's class noticed that there were school-relevant things he

could and could nor do. Sometimes they made spore of him for his shortcomings,
but these difficult moments were not generallyturned into barriers in his institu

tional life. Passinginsults are not to be confused with full "status degradationcere

monies," in which a whole person is compared negativelyro what an institution re

quires (Garfinkel 1946, 1956; Pollner 1978). A passing insult leaves fleecing
memories, whereas a written, official school record leaves not enough passing chil

dren (Goldman 1982; Oakes 1987).
Not unlike many children, Adam could not say the word "spaghetti"and would

instead say "pisgherri."Apparently,he was the last child in the class to make the tran

sition. During cookingclub early in the year, the kids started singing a song about

foods that they liked. Adam sang along.When they got ro the word "spaghetti,"they
all stoppedwhile Adam, much ro everyone'sdelight, continued to sing on with the

mispronounced word; on the next chorus, Adam was sharp enough to stop when

everyone else stopped, but without relief, for everyone asked him why he didn't sing
the next word. Lacer, in the cooking club, Adam made a green cranberry bread, a

possibiliryif one puts rhe ingredientsin exactly the wrong order into an aluminum

bowl. Everyonegatheredaround to laugh,but Adam confronted them directly: "So I

made a goddamn mistake. So what?" Neither che mistake in singing nor the mistake

in cooking kept Adam from continuing ro participate in these activities.

However painful the scenes from everydaylife or the after-school club might be

momentarily, they paled before the strugglesin more classroom and restlike environ

ments. We watched a fifteen-minute reading workbook lesson in the classroom.

Adam was asked co march pictures with words: "race" with a runner, "face" with a

face, "rake" with a rake. This was a tortuous task for Adam and for anyone who dealt

wirh him. He read "face" as "Hake," a troublesome mishap. Phonics is not easy for

children, even for chose who alreadyknow how co read. In chis case, there was the

hard "c" and the soft "c," and the confusingentry of the "I." Nor was it clear that

Adam understood what he was supposed to do even if he could read the word, for

there are many ways to relate words to pictures. The teacher was making the rounds
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among tables of focused children. Adam got her attention, and after a few minutes

of instruction, Adam seemed to know what to do. The other children monitored his

development carefullybut worried mostly about their own work. The teacher went

off to work with other children; but Adam called her back. They had to start at the

beginning, but again they made headway.The reacher left again, but when she re

turned, Adam said, "But what's a flake?" A few minutes later, with the reacher work

ing with someone else, he tearfullypushed his book away and said: "It's too hard."

The other children watched him carefully,and he did not return to a work focus.

The work may indeed have been too hard for Adam. But what made it even

harder, although nor intrinsic to readingas a task, was the fact readingwas used as an

occasion for Adam to be made visible as a particular kind of person, the kind of per

son-who-fails?because-he-is-Learning-Disabled.Instead of beingmade visible as easy

or hard for individual readers, reading could have a quite different social function.

Historically,readinghas often been important only to the extent it was in the service

of prayer. We would not expect an LD classification to emerge in such a setting any

more than we would find a classification of "singing disabled" in contemporary
churches. Not so long ago, the high aristocracy of Europe was not expected to know

how to read but was expected to know how to dance and, in the case of boys, how to

fence (Damron 1985). Getting things wrong while making a cake in one's kitchen or

even in a cooking club is one thing; getting things wrong in school or on tests is a

different matter.

What is involved in raking an ordinary problem (not readingor even not singing
well) and turning it into a Disability (McDermott and Yarenne 1995; Murphy, R.

1987)? How many people have to be involved, in what order, and with what long
term arrangements among them for ordinary tasks like learning to read and write to

become a social problem as well? These are questions many in anthropologyand so

ciology have been trying to answer. In successive quarters of this century, Emile

Durkheim ((1897) 1951), Ruth Benedict (1934), and Claude Levi-Strauss ((1958)

1963a) have each offered general statements chat we can use. We are trying a more

delicate version in the traditions of Gregory Bateson ([ 1936] 1958, 1972) and

Harold Garfinkel ( 1967), a version that is sensitive to the power of the words we, as

analysts,must use, words that threaten our ownarticulateness. We are trying to steer

between t\VO bad choices; we can make common sense by working within received

categories, or we can lapseinto obscurity as we cry to suggest something else rhan the

common sense. How, in ocher words, should we summarize our concerns with

Adam? Should we write:

\? want to displayhow Adam's LeamingDisabilitymakes a difference.

No, becausethis would suggest char Adam's difficulties as interpreted exist inde

pendent of his circumstances. le might be better to write:

We want to displayhow Adam's LeamingDisabilityis organizedto make a difference.

This is better bur still may lead a reader to assume that Learning Disabilities are

there to be organizedbefore anyone comes along to identify them. We don't want to

imply that Learning Disabilities aren't there, of course, only char whenever we get to

see chem, the institutional world that makes us look for chem and find them has al

ways preceded us to the scene. Let's cry again:

\\'f want to di,pl,1yhow peoplewe institutional {cultural) resources to build scent's i11

which Adam can be shown to be a classic case nfLeamingDisability.

This may be as close as we can get to a proper formulation for a book chat focuses

attention on resources and on people as actors making things visible. We can now

proceed to look in further derail at two days of the cookingclub, the day the chil

dren made banana bread and the day we, the educators and researchers, made the IQ
bee. On these days, in quite different ways, as if out of nowhere hue preciselynot out

of nowhere, as if no one could have known in advance char it would happen, Learn

ing Disabilitymoments were built for all to notice Adam as a problemand thus give
Adam a problemhe experiencedkeenly,as we also did. We mightjust as well say chat

these are the moments when LeamingDisabilityacquiredAdam.

Making Banana Bread and Other Troubles

We knew the children in Adam's class for about two months before we started the af

ter-school clubs. Adam and seven other children were assigned to the cooking club,
where in the course of making cakes and the like, we thought the children would

have to read, plan, pay attention, solve problems,and remember, all in concert with

each ocher and therefore in ways we could study.Nor particularlynoticeable to us in

our time in the classroom or on overnight trips to the school farm, Adam came very

much co our arrention in the first rwo meetings of the club. He seemed possessed,
jumped around the room, knocked over our equipment, and was, we thought, un

able co focus on anything. By the third week, he calmed down, and unless we went

lookingco see how he was doing, we noticed him as only occasionallydiflercnr. By
the third week, Adam had figuredout that in the cooking club, pairs of children

were supposed co work together,and he cook on a partner. Together,they were a per
fect pair. Peter was shy and wore a baseball cap over his eyes, but he was a great
reader. Adam was gregarious, ready alwaysto do the social work necessary to getting
a cup of milk from the one container char the four pairs of children had to share, but

he had a difficult rime wirh readingrhe recipe. Adam and Peter were constant p;m

ners in the cookingclub. Peter would read the recipe, Adam would get and measure

the milk. Peter ·would pour ir into the bowls, and Adam would pick up the recipe
and triumphantly read what they had accomplished.

On a few occasions, the adults designatedcooking pairs, and the children resisted

mightily.One day, the children gathered around the cable to get started. They were

in pairs of their own choosing: A with B, C with D, E with F, and G, whose partner
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was ill, was by himself. We organized them differently:A with F, B with c.· and so

on. They protested, but we insisted on our order. They started to make their cakes

but seemed co have a hard time getting organized.Fifteen minutes lacer, a calm came

over the room. \Y/e were amazed to see that rhey had arranged to be back in their

original order: A with B, C with D, E with F, and G workingwith an adult. One

pair had proresred loud enough to gee the adult to allow a change,another pair had

fought with each ocher enough to force the adult hand, and a third pair sent one

member to the bathroom long enough to bring about a rearrangement. We didn't

know what hit us. Over that fifteen minutes, the pairs made some progress cooking;
each pair had one child working on the cake and one child working on the reorgani
zation. Amazingly, at key points in the cake making. the reorganization person
would suddenly attend to the cooking,and at key points in the reorganization work,
the cooking person would be attentive to the social situation. Attention alwaysran

on two tracks, the social and the one prescribedby adults. Adam and Peter divided
the work a little bit differently than might a pair with two shy good readers or two

outgoing nonreaders, but there was nonetheless a definite social arrangement to the

work that had to get done. When Adam and Peter worked together, the social work

was almost invisible, and they quietly went about their cooking. \Y/hen Adam and

Peter were separated, they had to rearrange both the intellectual and the social work

agenda.
All work pairs of their own choosingwere gendered,boyswith boysand girlswith

girls. \Y/hen we tried to mix them, Adam wound up with Dawn, who refused to

work with a boy.Adam might have read the recipe on his own, but this was treacher

ous. Instead he neatly rearranged the situation. First, he asked Dawn for help with

no results. Then he pleadedfor help. again with no results. Finallyhe stood over her

and explained that he had an allergy to butter and that it made him vomit. Dawn

joined the work team, and Adam had a pathwaythrough a potentiallydifficult day.
The day of the banana bread was more difficult. Adam and Peter entered the

room, as they alwaysdid, arm-in-arm. We were months into the cookingclub, and

they had the routine down. The adult would show them how to make the bread,
they would watch, and then they would do ir themselves under the guidanceof the

ever-helpfuladult. This day was different. The adult gave a quick lesson on banana

bread, but no one watched. Adam and Peter playedfootball on the side of the room

before turning to the center table to make "uhm, uh, banana bread?" Peter an

nounced that he was alli:rgicto bananas. The adult was furious about the football

game, decided nor to help anyone with cooking, and went off to a corner to play a

board game with Peter. Adam was left alone with the recipe.
Not because we were bad peoplebut because we had simplyphotocopied a recipe

and some instructions from a cookbook for banana bread, Adam faced a difficult
road: The instructions were on the right side of the page, and he started with the in

gredientson the left, thereby doing most things in the wrong order. This did nor

have to be a problem, but almost anything can become a problem in a competitive
setting. We also gave the students, stupidly we realized later, a two-cup cup. In addi-

tion, for Adam, there was the added excitement of sorting out teaspoon from table

spoon and baking soda from bakingpowder.
Adam needed some allies. Reggie and Rikki were available. Reggie was the only

other boy in the group, and he had been locked ouc of the Adam-Peter dyad all year.

He apparentlycook this to be a time for revenge. Adam called the group co order:

"Let's get started, wouldjya."He had the recipe in hand, up to his face. No one came

forward. Adam headed to the adult for help, but Reggieinterruptedwith a promiseof

help: "Give it here." Adam returned and handed the paper to Reggie,who did nor rake

ir; instead, in typicalReggiefashion, while Adam was holdingour the recipe for Reggie
co read, Reggiemanagedto hold Adam accountable: "Well, why don't you give it to

me?" This pretty much characterizes what Reggiedid with Adam. He would offer help
but not give it, leavingAdam danglingin need of help.and publiclyso.

Adam's ocher candidate for help was Rikki, who had had an argument with her

partner and wandered around the room for about ten minutes before they parched

up their relationshipenough to start their own banana bread. During chose ten min

utes, Rikki followed Adam around, never quite helping, never quite joining the

Adam and Reggie pair but alwayscarefullywatching their progress. Ac one point
when Adam was having a difficult time getting information about what he should be

doing, Rikki followed Adam across the room to the adult, stopped suddenly,

scampedher foot, and screamed for all to hear, "Oh! Why can't you read?"

Over the next ren minutes, Adam made twelve stops for help. Ir wasn't just that he

had a hard rime reading. In fact, he barely looked at the recipe long enough to read.

Even if he had the right information from the page, he had problemswith trusting
the information. He had problemsmeasuring I 3/4 cups of flour, particularlywirh

the rwo-cup cup, and he had problemswith putting the ingredients into rhe bowls

in a particularorder. He had problemswith the others around him: with the adult

who didn't want to help and recommended, "Figure it out for yourself,Adam. You

weren't interested in watching before"; with Reggie,who seemed to enjoy makinga

spectacleof Adam's problem;and with the group of girls next co him, who wanted co

make a better banana bread rhan Adam-and faster. coo.

Amazingly,while handling all these problems, Adam still found time while he was

sifting the flour to engage in social banter. Helene, fresh from rhe argument that

kept her from workingwith Rikki, refused to join the rest of the group; instead, she

settled on the Aoor to play a game of cards. Adam· interrupted and cold her to "go
make a cake." She pouted, and he respondedby calling her, sing-song, "a little baby
boo boo, a little baby boo boo." Helene's friend Dawn jumped in and cold Adam,

"You just born." Reggiejoined Adam's side: "You never will be born." Dawn again:
"Better not be born than to see your face." And finally Adam capped off the ex

change:"You just my imagination, Dawn." \Y/ich char, Adam finished the sifting
actually he called it "shifting"-and had to focus on the problem of decidingwhat

"I 3/4 cups" might be.

It cook Adam a few minutes co finish with the flour, The adult formulations about

how co get a proper measurement seemed not to help him much. So he filled the



(Everyonelooks away, and Adam returns ro rhe adult for more advice.)

(The girlsare screamingand Adam, whimpering.The double vowels in Lucy'stalk are chosen
co show that she is readingto Adam as one would read to a child in a phonicslesson. The scene

opens with Adam returning from the adult with rhe sense char he knows what co do nexr.)

Adam led a difficult life at competitive moments. He was making his banana
bread against considerable odds. No one else was doing it alone, and no one else was

being hassled by Reggieor activelyignored hy the adult. Adam might have gotten
the cake done, but the rest of the world seemed to insist on interfering.
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Adam was experiencedwith this kind of problem. He knew how to handle it, al

beit at a cost. He went looking for some help, but this time he was crying as he.

Aopped,back first, onto the adult. He got some confirmation chat he could proceed
as he had planned,and because he was as much a member of the culture as Nadine,

he headed back to the table claiming chat he was right all along;actuallyhe said to

no one in particular,"I was right, stupid." No one respondeduntil he tearfullyyelled
at Reggie,"Ah, c'rnon Reggie, wouldjya?"Reggie said, "Crying?" and then softly
added, "Here. I'll help you." Together they made their banana bread just as success

fullyas everyone else: Not a singleone of chem was edible.

Note the complexity of the "problems." There was the pathos of Adam crying.
There was the chill produced by noticing how each individual in the room added a

stone to the wall chat eventually so boxed Adam he had to cry to escape ic. It did not

have to be this way. The construction of this particularkind of box is not driven by a

human genome chat organizeseven little children. This box is a cultural one, and its

construction is driven by a particularhistorical need to assert who can do certain

specificthings better or worse than others. Most other cultures are not organized
around a needless competition of all againstall, and even ruthlesslycompetitive cul

tures, contemporary Japan being a good example (Rohlen 1980, I 983), can leave the

acquisitionof lireracyoutside the competitive arena.

If nothing else, culture is relentlesslyspecific.Life in any culture engages partici

pants in the technical problem of everyone learning to see coordination in the ac

tions of many and well enough to produce and reproduce culturally identifiable

scenes. The "child-who-cannot-read-cries-not-to-get-caught"and "the child-who

fails-gets-to-cry"arc two such recognizablescenes. If Adam's cooking club had been

a ballet, we would have marveled at its coordination. Throughout chis book, we

point to how exquisite such coordination can be. We also point to how seldom the

coordination of everydaylife scenes is appreciatedby people in the culture or even

by participants in the scene. In the case of Adam's cooking club, the coordination

among the participants was made irrelevant to the total cultural fact chat the point of

the ballet was to hide itself in order to highlight the performanceof one very tal

ented or very untalented, even Learning Disabled, person.

Adam had a problem that invites pathos, and this, more than anything else per

haps, may be what ensures that future children will find themselves strugglingpathet
icallyin the same situations. His situation invites our sympathy,and such descriptions
as we have just given are generallyused to move readers to some action. In many

ways, chis is our goal too. The problem, our problemas educators of educators, lies in

determining the direction of the movement. In rcsponst: to the pathosof the ever in

creasing number of culturally well-identified failing children, a host of educational

and developmentaltheories have evolved over the pasc half-century chat proclaim
they "focus on the needs of individual children so char they can become all they can

be." This is a noble but easilymisguidedsentiment, and all the more so because a cri

tique of the direction taken is often interpreted as a critique of the need to move.

When we are concerned with all Adam-like children, we must never forgetco worry
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Adam: Finally!Where's the yogurt? Oh (reaches for yogurt).
Nadine: You'reUP ro yogurr already?
Adam: Yeah.

Nadine: Where's the bananas?

Adam: \Y/e, uhm, theydidn't give us bananas yer.
Nadine: Well. go ger 'em.

Adule: The bananas are here on rhe shelf
Adam: Bur this is our second p.1ge.

Lucy:That i? a teaspoon. Th,u is a tablespoon.
Ad.un: This is a teaspoon, and ir says ...

Lucy:Ir says tablespoons,rwoo raablespooons.
Adam: We're righthere, Lucy.Lucy.we're righrhere.

Lucy:[Thatquorerighr]s-
Nadine: Thar's the ingredients,nor the insrrucrions.

Lucy:Thar's baakiingpowowder,
Adam: \Vhat do you mean, bakingpowder?
Nadine: You go in chis order.

Adam: (Oh my god). What do you mean. in what order?
Nadine: Look! This is the instructions. Thar's what you need co do all chis.
Adam: Ai yaiyai.One

... Cup ...
Mashed

...
Fresh (in a staccato mock reading).

two-cup cup near to the top and returned to the adult, who then had only to point
at the right line for Adam co understand. He went back co the cable, singing a circus

warm-up tune, and said, "Finally"as he scraped out the excess Aour.
Adam's next move was lethal. In the list of ingredients,the second item after Aour

was yogurt. In the list of instructions, yogurt was fourth, after bananas. If Adam was

ready to use the yogurt, he would have been a step ahead of Nadine's group, which

was up to bananas (number three in che instructions list) and well on the way, as al

ways, to finishing first at all coses in all categories. Adam looked around the cable
and said, "Where's the yogurt?" Nadine oriented immediately:"You're up to yogurt
already?"He was not, of course, up to yogurt on che list of instructions, and worse,
he didn't know there was a list of instructions as different from a list of ingredients.
Nadine and Lucy had to set him straight, and they did it with a vengeance:
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about the step? taken to identifythem as being in need of our help or about our defi
nitions of the "all" in "all that they can be." As we work at identifyingsomeone as a

child in need, as we developmeans to help others identifyhim, it is easy to stop con

sideringthe actual, active, alive child who handles his problem resourcefully,even in

crying. The more pathetic someone like Adam is made to be, the more people get
concerned with him and the more they may efface him. In institutional America, the

only tasks professionalsmay, indeed must, perform as professionalsgiven specificau

thority by the State is to document what is wrong with Adam. This is their job and re

sponsibility.They may, in other settings and wearing ocher hats, protest a world chat
forces chem co "be" these implacableevaluators of Adam's own incompetence.At the

appointed times, and even at ocher apparently more benign times, they must, no mat

ter what, perform the evaluation. It took us a longrime to wonder why the adult tried
co motivate: the cooking club bv announcing chat he wanted co know who could
make the best banana bread without adult help. Makingbanana bread had become
another rest. Bur of what? Bread making?But why?\Vho cares?

The pathos in any Adam's situation comes from the: face chat "his" problem is pre
cisely not his. Thus any attempt at helpinghim with it muse not focus on him. The
focus muse be put on the institutions chat make people (organizers,fellow students,
researchers) care about how well and how fast Adam is, for example,baking bread.

Eventually,in face, chis Adam made the bread. He alwaysgot his job done. Others

might have hidden. He alwaystried. He kept going. He was alwayswilling to ask for

help and to return somethingfor the help he received. Bue it cakes three to establish a

giftexchange:cwo protagonists and the crowd providingthem with the giftsand fix

ing their value.> On another day,when he was again on his own trying to cook some

thing,Adam asked Helene for information. She put her arm around him and steered
him away from the cooking table while saying she would help him; about four feet
from the table, she used both hands co push him away from the group and said, "And
don't come back!" Adam's problem was chat he was performingin a world in which

"competition"(a particular type of ritual drama we discuss in detail in Chapter 5)
ruled. In this drama, makingbread was secondaryco making the better bread or mak

ing it faster. The final bread in our scenario may have been inedible, but some chil
dren nonetheless showed themselves better and some worse at it. Once again, a

school-related event had generated a clear demarcation between chose who could and
those who could not. Adam's problem was less in his head than in the people around
him. This became clear to us on a personal level when we organized the IQ bee.

'

Making IQs in Public

About eight months into our year of work with Adam's class, we had a growing sense

of the social and institutional constraints on the cognitive lives of the children. Bee

rer phrased, we had a sense of the ritual organization of behavioral displays chat

forcefullypointed, through certain institutional lenses, to the cognitive skills of the
various children. We thought we knew, for example, chat some kids simply knew

how co look like they were learning, char ochers knew how to hide from getting

caught not knowing something, and chat still others could spend their day picking

their spots and srraregizingwhen they should cake risks wich the cultural currency of

the classroom and when not. The cultural currency of the classroom, of course,

gradeschildren by how much they look smart or dumb. We also had a growingsense

chat when the children were nor overwhelmed by these strategic concerns, they

seemed to be much more accomplishedand happier people.
We knew all chis, in one way, because we had long years of experience in America.

We knew it, in a different way, because we had been watching the children situate

themselves in relation co the gains and losses char come with life in an American

classroom. But there was also a way in which we did not at all understand the pres

sures on the children, so much so char we organizeda competitive setting char gave

Adam a terrible day.\Ve did not mean to cause suffering.Our goalwas to show how

much smarter kids were when they were working with each ocher than when they

had to work alone or, worse, when they were pitted against each ocher in a norm-ref

erenced war of all against all. What better symbolof chat war than the IQ test, and

what better way to cackle the misuse of char test than to have the children show us

char the rest questions were uninteresting, ambiguous, and no match for the multi

ple and complexways children might interpret chem.

So we gave the children an IQ rest char pitted teams of children against each

other. Individuals were given questions, but if they were unsure of the answer, they
could give their question to another child on their team. If one ream couldn't arrive

at an answer, the other team could have a try. Individuals and reams were both ·

awarded points. Some managed more points than others, and some suffered more

than ochers. Adam's difficulty became more obvious as the game went on, and we

wondered how we could have ever organizedsuch an event. Now years lacer, as cul

tural analysts,we have the same concern wich an added question about the resources

we had available for constructing such a scene. It was so easy to do, so in the matter

of course, so-paradoxically-"nacural."The children were from a highlysuccessful

interracial, interclass private school that charged tuition based on parental income.

With an ideologybased on John Dewey and Martin Luther King, the school offered

the children both an environment in which they did not experience much competi

tive pressure and a challengingintellectual menu complete with tests and competi
tive games. Team competition is fun, particularlywhen it does not quite count, and

we thought a great afternoon would be had by all.

\'</hen the children entered the room, they showed themselves to be ready to meet

the demands of their culture. If we could set it up, they could respondaccordingly.
They immediately recognizedfrom the singlestool at the head of tables in a V shape
chat they were co have a quiz show or some kind of competition. Reggie yelled,

"Hey, we gonna have a goodday today.Anyone who wants to have a good day today,

say 'Aye."' Most of the kids yelled, "Aye."Then Adam made a more modest pro

posal: "Anybodywho wanes to flJ' to make it a good day today.say 'Aye'" (Adam's

emphasis).Only a few kids answered, halfheartedly.




